EDITOR'S NOTES FROM KJ

As you probably know, one of the ways to see the effectiveness of any group or organization is to see the amount of public output it creates. An organization that does not publish much, probably does not do that much, and is probably not as active. Under the leadership of Commander Jeff Schoep, the National Socialist Movement has always been active. And the work of NSM Media constantly demonstrate this truism.

Whenever we finish an issue of NSM Magazine, there is satisfaction, celebration, and even relief. It means that the trained para-professionals (professionally trained people who do not get paid as much - if at all - for doing what they do) have successfully given a voice to pro-white concerns, and made the work of the National Socialist Movement even more understandable and compelling. And, it also means that NSM's command-staff probably put us through our paces during the development of the issue as well. This issue is no different.

As usual, there are articles and graphical elements that explain our worldview and make it even more compelling. And in case you're curious, we've deviated from our usual cover collage to bring you a 'cover girl' – one Eva Braun, as she calls herself. With all due respect to one of our worthy competition, 'green frogs' should be eating their hearts out with one look at her! But, be sure to take a look at the rest of this NSM Magazine, too!

Kevin ('KJ') James, Director, NSM Media
COMMANDER'S CORNER
By NSM Commander Jeff Schoep

We will be announcing the location, date and time of our November National Rally soon, and we expect a strong turnout. Everyone in the Party knows, we do two national events a year, one in April, and the other in November, so there is plenty of time to make plans to be there!

I want to take just a moment to remind you all (those of you that are Party members, registered supporters, or probates of the Party). You did not join some club to be cool, or to get a patch, or for rank or position, or other selfish reasons, you joined us to make a difference in this country, and we need you all to step up and do whatever you can, be it the small membership donation you are expected to send in monthly, or be it your boots in the street at the next event, or writing for our publications, patrolling the borders in the SW, working on our radio programs, passing out leaflets, or one of countless other things you can and should be doing.

Now more than ever, your Folk need YOU to do your part, and if you do not wish to do anything, then you need to get out of our way. We do not need dead weight, and we do not want to carry anyone onto the field of battle as this war for our survival as a people rages on.

Thank you and salutes to all of you doing your part in this struggle. I hope to see you all again very soon on the front lines.

Hail Victory!

Commander Jeff Schoep
"If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem."
National Socialist Movement nsms88.org
Detroit - The leader of the pro-White National Socialist Movement (NSM – NSM88.ORG) today revealed the organization's winter 'street action' is going to be held on October, 28th instead of November. Additionally, the event will be held in Murfreesboro as well as Shelbyville, Tennessee. The NSM will be joined by other member organizations of the Nationalist Front, including League of the South and the Traditionalist Workers Party.

“When we look at events going on in this region and the rest of our country, you have got to wonder why President Trump is still having to repair the third-world immigration disaster created by the Obama administration,” explains Jeff Schoep, Commander of the NSM. While decidedly fighting for increased awareness of and for white rights, the National Socialist Movement has continued to monitor the actions of immigrants coming to America and Westernized countries, especially during the past decade, and how these actions negatively impact white people.

###

The National Socialist Movement is a pro-White political and Civil Rights organization based out of Detroit, MI
Charlottesville Virginia
"Unite the Right" Event Brings Together Surprising Groups and Occurrences
By Kevin James, NSM Media

August 12th's Unite the Right pro-white rally was intended to bring together the alt-right, the middle-right and the far-right to protest Charlottesville's decision to remove the statue of Confederate General Robert E. Lee. It did. The event also unwittingly attracted violent antifascists who fought the intended original protesters and the local community as well.

However, on the night before in which a torchlight march proceeded onto the University of Virginia campus, the lack of 'Antifa' was embarrassingly much smaller in number. But at noon on Saturday, an estimated 4,000-to-6,000 people came to witness what quickly became a 'three ring circus.'

NSM Media (nsmmedia.net) covered the event, and will have its reports edited into one program later this evening. The coverage by NSM Media Director, KJ, and NSM Region 11 Director (and media personality), Harry Hughes, contains reports, observations, and analysis from Brian Culpepper, National Socialist Movement PR Director; Mike S., Director of NSM SS; Randy S., Region 7 Director; and NSM Media Researcher, Polly Esther.

Amid approximately ten different mainstream and secondary news agencies streaming the event on the internet, a mass of confirmed and unconfirmed allegations of what took place are still flying. Here is what we do know at the writing of this report.

On Friday afternoon, a federal judge struck down the decision of the Charlottesville City Council to deprive First Amendment rights of alt-right blogger and one of the event's originators, Jason Kessler, from having the event at Emancipation Park. Earlier this week, city leaders asserted that they would allow Kessler's permit to hold the rally to continue, but only on the condition that he moved it to McIntire Park. The ACLU intervened in the matter.
On Friday night on the campus of the University of Virginia, a visually impressive torchlight march took place in which a limited, but a violent contingency of antifascists clashed with the protesters from the right. Internet video shows provocatation by the counter-protesters, especially from at least one ‘watchdog’ group.

On Saturday morning as the event began shaping up, Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe declared a state of emergency as the event in Charlottesville morphed into more than one violent sub-demonstration. By the first hour of the event, online vloggers were speculating (based on the visible behavior of the Virginia State Guard members) that they were instructed by Governor McAuliffe of only maintain a perimeter of safety. However, that perimeter was apparently largely ineffectual, because a Dodge Challenger drove past event barriers at 40 MPH, ran-into-and-killed a participant, and reversed at high speed. The identity, political persuasion, nor motives of the driver have been made public.

19 people were injured during the rally. Based on the video footage streamed live on the internet, it is abundantly clear that the antifascists were generally either the provocateurs causing the injuries as part of their attacks on the protesters, or those receiving the injuries as part of self-defense from the right. In fact, National Socialist Movement Commander Jeff Schoep was reported to have fended off an assault by an Antifa with a well-placed defensive jab to the assailant. There were also unconfirmed reports of attacks on Alt-right personality Richard Spencer, and Matt Heimbach, leader of the Traditionalist Workers Party.

The disturbing recurring visual theme throughout the event was that the antifascists were themselves the larger of the possible perceived problems at the rally. Throughout the videofeeds, it was clear that the misguided, yet violent counter-
protesters ironically exhibited almost 'Nazi'-like visible hatred toward the free expression of conservative ideas. Frequently, Antifa (often identified by the wearing of bandannas over their faces or around their necks when required by law), used the mantra of 'engage-and-incite' to disrupt the proceedings. Unfortunately, this also included their untrained deployment of pepper spray aimed at members of the pro-white, as well as surrounding crowds.

While recognizing armed forced veterans towards the end of the afternoon, President Donald Trump stated in a widely televised address that he condemns “in the strongest possible terms this egregious display of hatred, bigotry, and violence, on many sides.” Political pundits are beginning to understand that the President is also condemning the antifascists the the negative roles they played in the event as well.

Besides illustrating the depths of public depravity that the Antifa are capable of (two of newswoman Katie Couric's producers were sprayed with urine among others), there are other ironically positive impacts from the the "Unite the Right" rally. Specifically, members and leadership from several of the most influential pro-white groups in America and beyond got to bond by experiencing hatred against them, tragically, at times by their own people.
Students in one of Professor Dae Elliott's sociology classes at San Diego State University recently earned extra credit by taking a controversial 20 question “White Privilege Checklist” quiz to determine their level of “white privilege.” The aim was seemingly innocently enough to illustrate that “racial privilege is one form of privilege.”

Conversely, many antifascists seem to feel that they have the 'privilege' of stopping free speech discourse if it comes from anyone they disagree with, especially if the person or people involved are conservative. And most especially if these people they disagree with can be physically attacked.

Here is NSM Media's satirical version of that now infamous quiz...

**ANTIFA-PRIVILIDGE QUIZ**

*Please place a check next to the statements which you feel apply to you and have encountered so far in your young life. The more checks you get, the more daily privilege to be antifascist you possess.*

___ I can arrange to be in the company of people who are violent and like predominantly black clothing.

___ I can go shopping in 'dollar stores' and charity food pantries and not feel alienated among the multicultural lower class that often patronize these establishments.

___ I can attack a right-winger, and feel invigorated by bashing someone I disagree with.

___ I am confident that my body odor will not alienate the public defender who is working to get me out of jail for bashing someone I violently disagreed with.

___ I can enroll in a California college or university and know that most of the faculty will be philosophically blind left-leaning robots like me.
I can run errands and feel that I will be able to follow and harass people who I think I would probably disagree with.

I can publicly espouse communism, but enjoy the comfort that the mainstream mass media is quite blind to my political machinations.

I can go to a park, and every white person trembles if I bring a baseball bat.

I can annoy police knowing that local representatives of George Soros will post my bail.

I can take quizzes like this, but have no clue that NSM Media has been making fun of me.

SCORING:
--If you scored five or more, you are on your way to becoming an alienated and edgy non-conformist who people probably find annoying. Fortunately, you fit in enough that most people are too stupid enough not to notice.
--If you scored seven or more, comrade, you are probably already thinking of kicking ass with Yvette Felarca whenever the next conservative pundit or group appears at Berkeley.
--If you scored all ten, you smelly, annoying and aggressive bastard!
SIGN THIS PETITION IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY!!!
https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/formally-recognize-antifa-terrorist-organization-0

Formally recognize AntiFa as a terrorist organization
Created by M.A. on August 17, 2017

Terrorism is defined as “the use of violence and intimidation in pursuit of political aims”. This definition is the same definition used to declare ISIS and other groups as terrorist organizations. AntiFa has earned this title due to its violent actions in multiple cities and their influence in the killings of multiple police officers throughout the United States. It is time for the pentagon to be consistent in its actions – and just as they rightfully declared ISIS a terror group, they must declare AntiFa a terror group – on the grounds of principle, integrity, morality, and safety.
PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACT INFORMATION
Commander Jeff Schoep
commander@newsaxon.org
651-659-6307

Detroit - In a statement earlier today, Jeff Schoep, leader of the National Socialist Movement, places the blame for the violence in the laps of Charlottesville city administrators." In our opinion, the city attempted to shut the rally down by intentionally letting the violence escalate after they failed to get the court injunction to stop us. We were legally permitted and standing in defense of our Confederate veterans."

###

The Detroit-based NSM is the largest pro White civil rights organization in America.
To My Folk,

Do not lose heart.

Though they mock and put us down

Though they throw filth in our face

Though they hate our existence

Though they fight to destroy our race

Be brave and let your actions be righteous

In this struggle for our folk our destiny unites us

I know I'm preaching to the choir I don't need to point out that the stakes are high should we falter in our work yet I still feel words of encouragement are never lost on a weary ear. I see the courage it takes to march out in the streets with hordes of angry leftists screaming you down hurling any number of vile and dangerous objects and I want you all to know how deeply it touches my heart to see you continue to stand proud. In the realm of social media we face mockery and censorship members of antifa and other groups that stand against our mission call us scum and worse often work to dox or intimidate us in some other way.

We know they can't stand us want to deplatform our voices and at the moment popular opinion is not on our side but again be strong the winds of discourse always changes. The chanting of "Nazis go home or Nazis stfu" are just a collective tantrum of children not driven by knowledge but the products of false indoctrination of Zionist media and university professors there's really more reason to pity these people than to feel any threat from them. This isn't to say that antifa and their ilk are not a threat at all its really a mistake to underestimate them but deep down we must remember that their opposition over time actually strengthens our numbers. More and more white people are getting very tired of being torn down by their constant accusations of racism and bigotry and seeking to defend themselves through joining pro white organizations.

I want you to remember how important it is to stand behind our Commander and heed his words take courage in knowing every member of the Nationalist Front has your back. Even Adolph Hitler and his supporters faced incredible opposition and in the end the allies had to acknowledge that they fought against the wrong side and we see the consequences of the great misunderstanding of who the national socialist German workers party really were. I genuinely believe common sense will shine a light on our message being of love more than hate that we are not evil but pure in our love of our folk and our continued diligence will be our strength.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>American Free Press</th>
<th>Info Wars</th>
<th>Renegade Broadcasting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Renaissance</td>
<td>Joe Biden's Black</td>
<td>Resolution Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baked Alaska</td>
<td>Helicopter Crowd</td>
<td>Stormfront on Rense Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes Review</td>
<td>John DeNugent</td>
<td>Reuters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaze</td>
<td>Just Another Day Blog</td>
<td>RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breitbart</td>
<td>Liberty Alliance</td>
<td>Twicopy (syndicating NSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative Headlines</td>
<td>Occidental Dissent</td>
<td>Media's Twitter feed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-Currents</td>
<td>Narrative Collapse</td>
<td>USA Today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>New Nation News</td>
<td>VDare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Duke on Rense Radio</td>
<td>NSM88Forum</td>
<td>Veterans Today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drudge Report</td>
<td>NSM Media on VK</td>
<td>Voice of Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electre Unleashed</td>
<td>NSM Media on Twitter</td>
<td>White Information Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electre (YouTube)</td>
<td>NSM Magazine</td>
<td>White Rabbit Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox News</td>
<td>NSM Media Radio</td>
<td>White Resister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuhrerious 88 Blog</td>
<td>NSM Media TV</td>
<td>WTFDown (syndicating NSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Beck</td>
<td>NSM World</td>
<td>Media TV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Hughes (YouTube)</td>
<td>Patriot Post</td>
<td>Yahoo News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huffington Post</td>
<td>Political Cesspool</td>
<td>Wikileaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info Stormer</td>
<td>Red Ice on Rense Radio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After suffering the proverbial slings and arrows of being found in 'contempt of court' a week prior, and having his fate Presidentially dangled in his home state just days later, former Maricopa County (Arizona) Sheriff Joe Arpaio was pardoned on the night of August 25, 2017 by President Donald Trump. However, the most notorious indignity in the process was the least heralded by the mainstream media.

Some believe that Susan Bolton, the U.S. District Judge who found Arpaio in contempt of court on August 21st, did so as an 'activist' judge. Bolton blocked key parts of Arizona's SB (Senate Bill) 1070 that would have formally criminalized illegal immigration in the state. Had the bill been fully codified into law, the controversial actions of forcefully finding illegal aliens would have emerged from under the then-hazy shadow of Arpaio into the realm of law. But in an ironic twist, this might actually begin to happen right now...but, with a twist.

With only the pro-immigration globalists and other assorted liberals whining, President Trump's pardon of Joe Arpaio is essentially incontestable. However, a presidential pardon is aimed at crimes that are 'affronts to the United States.' Therefore, it's not much of a stretch for this case to be argued. Since the United States as a country has the right to control its own immigration, an activist judge who goes beyond the perceived and expected boundaries of a state's creation of a law IS an philosophical AND pragmatic affront to the PROCEDURE of law creation. Accordingly, the Presidential pardon of former county sheriff Joe Arpaio meets the fundamental test of its creation. Now the next level.
Conceivably, since the force and intensity of Judge Bolton's questionable judgment (more about that later) is therefore mitigated, Arpaio's contempt citation is effectively overturned as well. By the way, the reason why the wording, “questionable judgment,” was used earlier, is that in an ideally legal world, someone should have cried 'foul' much sooner in the ethical conundrum of Bolton trying to hold Arpaio in contempt of her previous judgments made against Arizona's SB 1070, especially when the once highly respected lawman has never been reported to have show actual 'contempt' in the judge's court! But wait, there's more.

What this means, is that not only is Joe Arpaio VINDICATED, but his actions which attempted to rationally stem the tide of illegal immigrants into Arizona are likewise LEGITIMATIZED. From a legal standpoint, this could be interpreted as being a kind of 'reverse case law' which broadens the scope and authority of law enforcement personnel around the country to do what Arpaio did while in office.

Yes, it's like the old joke about which came first, the chicken or the egg. Only in this case, the decidedly non-joke is how far BACKWARDS and AROUND THE COUNTRY will this pardon propel similar law enforcement actions and actors in the process who have been unnecessarily stifled until now. And one last cautionary point, this time regarding Judge Susan Bolton. Federal judges CAN be removed if they are impeached.

With the current growing impetus against rampant illegal immigration in the United States, all it would take is someone putting forth a bonafide complaint that Judge Bolton is "prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of the business of the courts.” In fact, according to the doctrine of Retrospective Declaration of English Common Law as put forth in Munster v Lamb (1883), "...judges cannot make new law by new decisions; they do not assume a power of that kind: they only endeavor to declare what the...law is.... But inasmuch as new circumstances. (sic) And new complications of fact and even new facts, are constantly arising, the judges are obliged to apply to then what they consider to have been the common law during the whole course of its existence...” While Common Law does not drive the American legal system, it is considered a uniquely appropriate and even compelling baseline.

The conclusion of this little legal diversion is this, as the pro-LEGAL immigration stance deepens, all it would take to get the ball rolling is just one qualified person or entity to make this bold allegation AND to have it stick. However, I have a feeling that her honor would not be getting any 'pardon' for that!

EDITOR'S NOTE: Contrary to the occasional supposition Kevin ('KJ') James is the director of NSM Media, and NOT a lawyer. The National Socialist Movement and NSM Media may or may not agree with his interpretation and analysis, but he makes some good points!
On Saturday, Aug. 12th, members of the National Socialist Movement took to the streets once again to stand in defense of our honored Confederate Veterans and oppose the planned removal of the statue of Robert E. Lee in Charlottesville, Virginia. This was a joint operation by the Nationalist Front groups, including not only the NSM, but our allies in the League Of The South, American Vanguard, Traditionalist Workers Party, East Coast Knights, C-28, and other allies.

The Unite The Right organizers were encountering a number of obstacles put forward by the City Of Charlottesville administration in efforts to make it difficult for the attendees supporting this event to exercise their Constitutional right of free speech and of peaceful assembly. Still on Friday evening, a torchlight march was held in Charlottesville that went as planned with pro-White supporters meeting almost no opposition in the streets. It was a very powerful image, seeing so many standing together to defend the assault on our culture and heritage.

On Saturday morning, the NSM and our NF allies met at a pre-designated rally point and after a last minute recon of the event area we loaded up and moved into position in preparation of our legally permitted and lawful march route to the Lee Monument. Morale was extremely high in the ranks, and all in attendance were stoked by the feelings of comradery and solidarity exhibited by the NF members and supporters in attendance.

As the formation moved out into the streets we were met by a sight that is all too familiar to the street wise NSM and NF groups – an unruly mob of filthy left wing degenerates that exhibit the worst traits of human character imaginable. An unholy alliance of homosexuals, Blacks, and self-hating Whites were in the mix as well as hard core Communists. Make no mistake, the degenerates hiding under the banner of 'diversity' and 'tolerance' believe in those principles only as long as you agree with their twisted value systems.

As the orderly and disciplined NF formation approached the permitted rally area, a number of fistfights and other physical confrontations broke out as the leftists began a feeble effort to try to stop the forward progress of the determined NF column to reach our permitted
rally point. The City of Charlottesville showed very poor planning in allowing leftists into our permitted area, as this was directly responsible for the large number of injuries that were inflicted on the pathetic Reds who are no match for the hardened Nationalists. In one of the initial exchanges **NSM Commander Jeff Schoep** himself decked a Red with a single blow in self-defense after being shoved by that individual. This is a clear contrast of leadership styles to many of the Alt-Right speakers and leaders who preferred to surround themselves with layers of supporters and security. This lead from the up-front style is what has earned Commander Schoep the respect of allies and enemies alike over his decades of service to the pro-White cause.

It is of great significance that in a recent article by the ADL in the days leading up to the Unite The Right rally documenting the ten largest pro White street rallies in America, that eight of those were under operational control of Commander Schoep and staged by the National Socialist Movement, with the NSM in attendance at all ten events to make the list. *The NSM is simply the most experienced organization in America today, having planned and participated in literally dozens of vents spanning decades.*

Our admiration and thanks go out to the professionalism exhibited by the highly trained men at the League Of The South who took point in the shield wall that pushed through the line of Red opposition as well as the very tough groups of skins that were right there with them fighting their way through. The skin crews that were there were a very hard lot, and certainly no one in the opposition would want to tackle them in a fair fight. We thank them for their support! A few did get pepper spray or tear gas injuries, but other than that they came away unscathed and once again proved their mettle and value in these sort of street confrontations.

Our column proceeded on into the area of the monument as sporadic clashes occurred, due to the police keeping a hands off approach. We all assembled around the Lee Monument in a show of support for the memory of our honored Confederate veterans.

All must keep in mind that Confederate veterans and their memorials are protected by an act of Congress, and it is beyond comprehension that state and federal authorities have not stepped in to put an end to this shameful assault on our military veterans. Remember in November the ongoing betrayal of our veterans on items such as this, the neglect and abuse suffered by them inside the VA, and the fact that the issues of homelessness and unemployment among veterans has been completely ignored by the two major parties. This will not change until the people support National Socialist candidates that have our honored military veterans as a top priority. *Never forget that the ranks of the NSM are disproportionately filled with military veterans, and that we stand in solidarity with our Veterans.*

The police made no effort to stop the leftist criminals from hurling objects into the formation, and there were a number of releases of pepper spray and tear gas canisters thrown into the formation which were immediately hurled back into the opposition where it seemed to have a much greater effect. The disruption of this legally permitted event continued for some time, with clashes escalating, until finally the police declared the legal event as an unlawful assembly and were told to disperse or face arrest. With our standard policy of being the lawful citizens, we formed ranks and began our march over to nearby McIntyre Park.
In our opinion, video documentation of this event clearly shows that the strategy of the Leftist Mayor of Charlottesville was to allow leftist into the permitted march route and allow tensions to escalate to the point that the event was able to be declared an unlawful assembly. This is the same mayor who allegedly on Jan 31 of this year declared Charlottesville the “Center of the Resistance movement.” This was an effort to circumvent due process and the Constitution after an effort to get a court injunction against Unite The Right failed.

After we had re assembled at McIntyre Park, reports of more clashes began filtering in. There was an incident involving a vehicular death, which now looks like was in an effort to disengage from an attacking mob of leftist against an individual as well as the news coming in that a helicopter had crashed killing two policemen. Our condolences to the families who lost loved ones in these conflicts which video documentation clearly show was initiated by the left.

From McIntyre Park, we moved back towards our parking structure and vehicles largely without incident. At this point Commander Schoep personally took charge of leading the formation as there was no other route available to us except straight back through the place where the Antifa were congregated. At this point full operational control was delivered to Commander Schoep for directing the security of the formation, and we were very fortunate to have a man with his years of experience as well as sheer courage to direct operations. This is really indicative of the type of leader that Jeff Schoep is and he is why he is the preeminent White leader in America today. There were a few minor incidents along the way in which the leftists lost miserably, as when they are not in masses they are typically pathetically weak. At the last minute, police rerouted the formation several blocks around the area of Lee Park so as not to provoke another incident.

After reaching the vehicles we checked to ensure that our members were present and accounted for, then we moved out to an after event rally point to double check that everyone was accounted for. We then moved out to separate venues for the evening and enjoyed the company of other White Patriots that had valiantly stood up against the ongoing cultural Marxist assault on the White Race.

Overall, the event was a huge success for the NF allies. It gave us an opportunity to assess our training programs in real life scenarios and will help critique cross organizational efforts moving forward. The unprecedented levels of video documentation and social media presence has proven to all of America exactly what the NSM has been warning about: That the forces aligned against us are straight up Communists and their ultimate goal is the destruction of not only America but the White Race globally. The mechanism they employ is the systematic replacement of culture and this corrosive effect weakens the nation internally and creates opportunities that the Communist seek to exploit. The left are the modern day Fascists in that they seek to repress and destroy every opinion that is not in agreement with theirs.

It is our opinion that the violence and unnecessary loss of life was entirely preventable, and that the responsibility for this rests squarely on the Mayor of Charlottesville, the Chief of Police, and whomever else was involved in planning this callous and inhuman strategy of deliberately causing a conflict to meet their political objectives at the cost of human lives. Even state representatives and members of Congress are now calling for investigations, and it is our
sincere hope that the city and those responsible are not only sued out of existence, but ultimately imprisoned for their criminal acts.

Far from discouraging us, this event has only hardened our resolve to defend our Veterans and our Race and our culture. We will not be replaced! This is not the end; it is only the beginning. While the MSM continues to distort the facts, social media and alternative news are getting the truth out and public opinion is overwhelmingly on our side. We are receiving unprecedented levels of calls for membership and pledges for support as Americans are simply fed up with this continuing assault on our freedoms being waged by the two-party system. *Our thanks to all that supported our efforts, and we must all harden our resolve for it is a certainty that there will be more violence before this situation is resolved.* But, it is a fight we must fight as the sacrifices of our Veterans must not be forgotten and this is a battle not only for the existence of our nation, but of the very survival of our people. Please join us in our efforts. Hail Victory!

**Major Brian Culpepper**  
**National Socialist Movement**
CHOOSE YOUR DESTINY

NSM MEDIA
America's Right, Pro-White News
and Political Entertainment Network

FASHY HAIRCUTS
WERE NOT CREATED
BY THE ALT-RIGHT

THEY'VE BEEN AROUND SINCE THE 1940'S
NSM MONTHLY DUES CAMPAIGN
Did you know that it takes a lot of money to provide
the infrastructure for America’s Premiere White
Civil Rights Organization?

It does, but YOU CAN HELP!

Send your dues, supporter contributions and general monetary gifts to:

NSM PO BOX 13768 Detroit, MI 48213

Not only does YOUR ORGANIZATION thank you,
but unborn generations of white boys and girls do, too!

NATIONAL SOCIALIST MOVEMENT
AMERICA’S PREMIER
WHITE CIVIL RIGHTS ORGANIZATION
NSM HQ - P.O. BOX 13768 DETROIT, MI 48213 - TEL: 661-669-6307

SJW -- THE NEW STUPID VIDEO GAME...

...THAT NO ONE WINS
EVEN PRO-WHITES ARE GUARANTEED FREEDOM OF SPEECH

Don't be Concerned We're Just Social Justice Warriors

ANTIFA STARRING IN "THEY LIVE 2" COMING TO A PROTEST NEAR YOU
To My Fellow White Americans,

The topic of healthcare reform has been taking center stage in the news in recent month and rightly so as few issues effect working middle class more than the ability to have access to quality health care at rates that are both sustainable and affordable. Universal health care is a cornerstone of the National Socialist political platform and ranks as a top priority on the reform list for our Party as we seek to correct the mistakes and out and out abuses inflicted on White America by the current corrupt and decaying two Party system.

I have been asked a number of times recently to clarify our position on this matter and how our approach would differ from the weak kneed and outright criminal proposals being put forth by the incompetent Congressional “leaders” that seek only to maintain their control over the continued Marxist redistribution of wealth in this nation as they continue to lead the Nation into a Globalist system that will ultimately destroy not only our National Sovereignty but the White majority in this nation.

So at this time I will explain what our vision of true healthcare reform would look like as well as explain some of the underlying world view that motivates us to make universal and affordable health care for American families such a priority on our list of reforms.

In the National Socialist world concept, the State itself is only an embodiment of the collective will of a class of racially, culturally, physically and spiritually similar beings. The State only exists to serve the needs of the people who form the state. The people could be considered the “contents” of the state and the state is simply the “form” it assumes.

It is therefore the first duty of the state to ensure internal stability and to establish and promote conditions that allow each citizen the opportunity to realize their maximum potential. We do not promote the idea of guaranteed outcome, only to provide equal access to opportunity and the chance for upward mobility. We understand that there are indeed differences between not only races but individuals in terms of intelligence, aptitude, attitude and most importantly, levels of personal motivation. Individuals that confuse us with leftist Marxists fail to grasp this fundamental fact. The fact that we use the taboo word in the West “Socialist” confuses many as to our structure and aims. National Socialists are in fact bi polar opposites of Marxists both politically and socially.

So in terms of practical application we seek to insure that the basic living needs of our folk are the primary consideration and top priority. These would include securing the external borders of the nation, insuring that there is domestic stability, that the citizens are able to earn viable livable wages, and have access universally to the best educational and healthcare systems available. Under this optimum set of conditions the people will have the best chance to realize
their maximum potential and thus slowly but surely advance the general welfare and evolution of our people.

We need to understand that the concept of universal healthcare is not new. The German people have had socialized health care since the 1870’s under Bismark. The Scandinavian countries have also had socialized health care for more than a century and have some of the highest health care standards in the world. One certainly does not see Germans and Swedes coming to America large scale for medical treatment. Their systems have served the needs of their people well until the massive influx of unproductive Third Worlders that have drained the system dry. America is now suffering from the same scenarios as tens of millions of illegals have been allowed in and are draining the benefits pool paid for largely by the White working class majority.

So the topic of true health care reform is itself inextricably linked to a number of other socio/political issues with immigration and citizenship rights being one of the most important. We must also realize that the current two major political parties that are destroying our national sovereignty are less concerned about fixing the healthcare problems of this nation than they are implementing their Globalist redistribution plans.

The fact that no meaningful legislation has come out of Capitol Hill on healthcare reform should make it clear to all that our current Congress does not see the welfare of the working class as a priority item because universal access to all Americans at affordable rates is certainly an obtainable goal. Therefore one can assume that Congress is simply in the hands of incompetents that need to be relieved of their duties immediately or that they have ulterior motives for their lack of effective reform or a combination of the two.

The following is a summary of the National Socialist Movement’s proposed ideas for healthcare reform and put them forward to the American people and let them decide for themselves which approach is more rational and has the best interest of American working class families in mind. These are a broad outline of our program as of course the details of such a massive reform would take much more time than this brief statement but we believe will make very clear the essence of our approach.

1) It is absolutely essential that each and every LEGAL American citizen have unlimited access to the highest standards of healthcare available in the Nation. In short, universal health care for all.

2) There will be NO exemptions for preexisting conditions. NO copay, NO deductibles. Again, every citizen is covered.

3) Ensuring that Medicare is fully funded.
4) We propose a total overhaul of the VA as we will honor our commitments to our veterans and ensure that they are being given the care and treatment that they have earned by their service to our nation.

5) The opening of Insurance markets across state lines to break up monopolies and encourage competition to lower costs.

6) So called TORT reform, the limiting of damage awards and stopping frivolous law suits for medical malpractice law suits which will in turn lower the costs of malpractice insurance for medical professionals.

7) Making sure that Americans can CHOOSE their own doctors by creating heath care networks that are broad in scope, thereby providing more choices to find doctors that are compatible with patients.

8) Benefits of the healthcare system are only to be extended to legal citizens of the nation. There will be no services extended to those that have entered this nation illegally, period.

9) In the event that we have a shortfall in the budget, noncitizens shall be expelled in order to cut costs. At such times, ALL foreign aid shall be ceased until the health care is fully funded. In short, American tax dollars are to be used at home to meet the needs of those that have paid into the system as a top priority.

10) The aggressive prosecution of those that defraud or abuse our health care system

These are some of the key components of our reform proposals. These differ markedly from any plan being proposed currently by EITHER major party in that it gives priority to ensuring that all legal citizens are guaranteed access to health care at affordable rates while giving the American people the freedom and flexibility of choice of doctors and programs. We remain true to our commitment to the American people that only legal citizens will receive the benefits of American tax dollars.

Overall, our healthcare proposals are an integral part of our comprehensive reform platform for the nation in that it works hand in hand with our socioeconomic proposals such as our jobs and economic reforms, immigration policy, foreign aid and military policy.

Financing universal health care will be done exactly as it is done today, by payroll tax deductions. We will offer a choice of plans from basic health care to the so called “Cadillac” plans where one can select a slightly higher deduction allowance, (pre tax) giving one more options .

Our emphasis will be on containing costs, taking aim at preventative medicine by promoting clean diets and healthy lifestyles. Specific reforms as the previously mentioned will go far in
lowering costs and huge reductions in premiums will be realized when the American people are relieved of the burden of paying the medical bills of those that have entered this nation illegally. It is not a question of lack of finances as much as it is out of control spending and redistribution policies by our Congressional traitors. There is no reason why we should have to suffer without medical treatment, our veterans should be homeless in the streets without proper care, no reason why mothers with children should have to go without, no reason for the 1 million medical bankruptcies each year in this nation when we have the resources to prevent this. The sole reason for this calamity lies in mismanagement, plain and simple.

Plainly speaking the American people have been betrayed. They have been forced to subsidize much of the world’s population while their own most basic needs for survival, which they have paid for, have been neglected. It is a moral outrage that the so called “Representatives” of the American people have not only allowed but encouraged the abuses of our citizenry and we must no longer remain silent. Thankfully, our young people in particular are waking up to this betrayal and are now looking for political options to replace the corrupt parties currently in control.

Americans must come to the realization that only by supporting a political alternative that has as its primary goal the general welfare of our working class, that is promoting an entirely new concept of the purpose of the State, only then will any meaningful reform take place. National Socialism is the fastest growing political ideology on the planet today and we must no longer remain timid. The time for half measures is past. We must break the chains of the Democratic and Republican parties. It is time to embark on a new course, one that will allow us to regain control of our destiny. The National Socialist Movement is the right choice but we cannot do it alone. Please join or support us in our fight on behalf of American workers. The future and everything that we hold dear, our families, our jobs, our homes and most importantly, future generations of our children, are depending on you to do the right thing. The time is now!!

Commander Jeff Schoep

National Socialist Movement
Got rid of my Mass Media TV
By Kevin ('KJ') James

Got rid of my mass media TV, and am going to see how long I can exist on the wealth of the internet (including streaming news services and on-demand movies and TV shows, as well what I've already got recorded)! I mean, when you look at how much commercial TV YouTube, Amazon, and other online providers have on them, it's amazing that there are really not that many TV shows that make the cut into being retailed. Or kept in the hallowed electronic halls of the Library of Congress (archive.org) for that matter. Maybe there's a reason or two why...

Don't worry, I'm not DEPRIVED. I never really watched that much TV. In fact, most of what I watched until recently was the reassuring professionalism and charm of Captain Kathryn Janeway on Star Trek Voyager on BBC America, and (until he went multiculti), Doctor Who on the same network. I wonder if The Doctor can have any more female companions 'of-color.' Seems, he's already had at least two or more, plus a gay kid (or two supposedly).

I found myself tuning into late night talk shows less and less as their hosts became more jaded and sarcastic. Ah, the days of watching a Tom Synder interview just a few hours after it was recorded, and knowing, there was actually a momentary spot of brilliance in Southern California earlier in that day. But, even on a slower 'high-speed' internet, you can still watch streaming TV adequately. Of course, one video engineer friend of mine and I were musing one time about how a four-minute excerpt from a video contained about 30 momentary dropouts. But then, I digress.

I guess the real point to my missive is that a lot of TV is pablum...mental 'baby food' meant to entertain (and perhaps even hypnotize) people into, not only complacency, but also a range of bad behaviors.

We laugh at the characters on Seinfeld being caustic and uncaring, because, well, they are funny. But, it's a psychological fact that a humorous situation makes people more accepting of what they are experiencing. So, not only are the producers of that show making money by making us laugh, they are also (by what is we hope to be purely unconscious design) desensitizing us to self-serving and rude people.

Maybe we do need to watch less caustic, uncaring, self-serving, and rude people. And, although it might be a stretch, maybe we need to see actual drama, rather than a panel of partially-menopausal fanatically liberal women denigrating our Western civilization, cultures, and peoples.

Don't be like Howard Beale in the movie, "Network," and tell everyone that "You're mad as hell, and you're not going to take it anymore," because quite frankly, that phrase sounds quite frankly like it's being uttered by someone who's quite weak. But, take some of his other advice, and turn off the TV more and more.
The chairman of the United States Federal Communications Commission during the 1960's, Newton Minnow, called television "a vast wasteland." And, in the 1960's, it pretty much was. But, even that was met with partially deaf ears. Look what the entertainment industry did. They named the WRECKED BOAT on "Gilligan's Island" after him -- the S.S. Minnow! But, today, it's still a freak show presided over by biased personalities and characters, with dialogue literally fed to them by writers, producers and other closet activists who all seem to have their own agendas. In doing so, you will not be 'deprived,' but perhaps even better entertained and INFORMED.

"Yada, yada, yada."

EDITORS" NOTE: Kevin ('KJ') James has a BS from an accredited university in journalism and television production. He has been a freelance writer, media producer, webmaster, and even media critic. Fortunately, he's usually the most critical of his own work!
"Ask Dr. Perls"
By Dr. Perls

Doctor Perls is a pseudo-intellectual possessing several degrees. He was found in suspended animation in a sub-basement that was being excavated in the lower levels of the Berlin Public Library. Ironically, the library was making room to store some of the more controversial books from World War II away from the public. Doctor Perls answers questions of our readers with his unique wit and worldview.

Dear Dr. Perls,
I am the director of the media department of a pro-white organization and don't get outside for exercise as much as I should. In fact, when I do, it's usually to get more supplies, go to or come home from work, or grab a quick bite at a nearby fast-food restaurant. Anyway, Doctor, lately, I have been finding myself almost eaten alive by mosquitoes at night. I'm fair complected and have to use hypoallergenic laundry detergent. You get the idea. I'm a busy guy and a bit high-strung anyway. Any advice to calm the annoying bites? By the way, please, just call me, JK.

Dear JK:

You sound like a leader and friend of mine who I once knew a long time ago. He did not have trouble with mosquito bites, but rather digestive intestinal flatulence that would invariably occur after he indulged in his favorite appetizer, French Onion Soup! You probably might have found it somewhat amusing to see how he would get the cheese stuck into his mustache, but I diverge and am not being very respectful of my former comrade. And, I hope you do not take it for you! I had a fellow officer friend of mine who worked in our public relations section, and he was QUITE a little Nervous Nellie upon occasion!

Ah, yes, the amazing medicines of your world today! In my day, my country was beginning to experiment with many chemical variations for the benefit of our military. In fact, one of your aspirin companies (I cannot remember which one though at the moment), started in my country as a matter of fact! And now, they have conquered the world markets!

Perhaps I should not use the word, conquered, as it sounds too militarily aggressive, but you get the idea. I would not want to trigger any of your readers, especially the more liberal ones, some of whom I understand have an odd liking towards skinny trousers. All possible perversions aside, a topical paste made of crushed aspirin will likely help you endure the buggers, too. Naturally, when I speak of buggers, I am referring to the mosquitoes in this context, and not your more liberal readers. And, if that doesn't work, eat some French Onion Soup. The potential digestive impacts will drive EVERYTHING away!
Dear Dr. Perls,
Recently, my husband, who is a pro-white man, started getting someone who said they were from the police calling me about his activities at an NSM rally two years ago. I'm kind of upset. Yes, I'm upset about this supposed cop who seems to be harassing him, but I'm almost as upset with my husband. He even let the 'cop' in to talk with him! I keep a tidy house filled with little European knick-knacks that are all family heirlooms. I know you're not a lawyer, but do you have any practical suggestions? I can't keep living like this! I'm at my wits end with this!

Maureen

Dearest Maureen:
You sound like a fine Aryan woman, and I'm sure your husband is a very lucky man indeed. With the social amenities out of the way, I would like to be very practical for a moment, and give you a few important ideas.

From what I have observed in America since waking from my nap, I am confident that unless your husband or yourself are doing anything illegal, you should have little to worry about in the legal sense. As you observed, I am not a lawyer, but fortunately today, the police do not seem to be the Gestapo of my time, let alone the SS. I never did like either of those branches of our military, as they were too matter-of-fact, conniving, and rather annoyingly almost too businesslike at times. Forgive me, I am diverging again. So, we must ask, what to do?

Ask for identification from the supposed officer if he dares to stop by again. Call to the local police precinct station, and inquire if such a person by his alleged name is attached to that station. You can even be so bold as to say to him on the phone (should he dare call again) something such as, "Officer, with all due respect, you are asking questions that are curiously out of your jurisdiction." THAT should suitably scare him a bit if nothing else will! In fact, you may want to strongly remind your husband, that (to the best of my understanding, and again -- please remember that I am not a lawyer, nor am I giving legal advice), unless there is a crime in progress, or the officer has a warrant, you and your husband are under little (if any) obligation to let him in or even talk to him without a lawyer present -- preferably one from a people originally from Central Europe, as they are very effective. A little costly, but VERY effective. I DO respect them for that!

Oh, and last bit of advice -- what the amount of heirlooms to make sure they do not grow in number, so ask to take over your home. They may be cute, but perhaps unnecessary. Maybe your husband could give a few of the less desirable ones to the alleged policeman in an effort to bribe him into not bothering you two. Just a thought, with all due respect, Fraulein.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Doctor Perls of "Ask Doctor Perls" is a fictional character possessing several equally fictional degrees (masters and doctorates), including Military Management, Field Medical Operations, World History (specializing in European history), Propaganda and Literature, and others. Since Doctor Perls has not been much (at all) around since World War II, the 'advice' he gives may not especially be the most accurate. Please, check your medical, legal, or a bonafide professional before you try ANYTHING he suggests! NSM and NSM Media make no warranties, nor do we accept any liabilities if you do try anything presented herein.
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Confederate-Theme Catalog
"Back Off" 3' x 5' Confederate Flag

$17.88

(Only 1 in stock.)

This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 14 October, 2015.

NSM88 Records
The Sound of Revolution

American by birth... Confederate license plate

$16.99

This product was added to our catalog on Saturday 07 May, 2016.
American Rebel Patch

Confederate "Heritage Not Hate" knife
Confederate flag 3x5
[flag_confed-345]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flags_of_the_Confederate_States_of_America#Battle_Flag

$17.88

This product was added to our catalog on Friday 20 February, 2015.

Confederate flag patch (black)
[conflagblackpatch242]

3"x2"
Velcro backing

$7.25

This product was added to our catalog on Friday 31 January, 2014.

NSM88 Records
The Sound of Revolution
Confederate Hip Flask
[confhipflask]
$16.55

5 oz. hip flask, stainless steel

This product was added to our catalog on Monday 08 April, 2013.

NSM88 Records
The Sound of Revolution

Confederate Necklace Dog tag
[necklace_dogtagrebel4]
$15.88

This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 14 October, 2015.
Don’t tread on me - Confederate flag patch  $6.00

[patch_dton_confedflag4]

Rebel bandana  $8.99

[bandana_rebflag52]

- 22” x 22”
- 100% Cotton

This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 24 June, 2014.
Rebel Confederate flag patch
[rebconfflag543]

$6.25

This product was added to our catalog on Friday 31 January, 2014.

NSM88 Records
The Sound of Revolution

Rebel flag license plate
[rebelflagplate]

$15.50

This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 23 May, 2013.
Rebel Flag Patch
[rebflag_5615f]

$6.00

This product was added to our catalog on Saturday 16 November, 2013.

Rebel flag wallet
[rebflag_wallet72]

$16.00

Heavy Duty Nylon Wallet: Embroidered Rebel Flag on outside. Velcro closure. Tri-fold design inside has large compartment for currency, etc. There are additional compartments on each panel. 1 with clear window for driver's license/ID, 2 slots for credit cards, etc. and one additional compartment, good for photos.

This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 29 October, 2013.
Rebel Pride Barlow
[rebpridebarlowknife]

$15.75

5" closed, 3 3/4" stainless blade.

This product was added to our catalog on Monday 08 April, 2013.

NSM88 Records
The Sound of Revolution

Rebel Pride baseball cap (black)
[rebpridecapblack]

$15.00

This product was added to our catalog on Monday 08 April, 2013.
The Rebel - holographic stickers/decals
[rebelholographsdecals]

$2.00

3 3/4" x 2 3/4"

This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 23 May, 2013.

Try banning this one Confederate patch
[patch_trybanningthisone]

$6.50

This product was added to our catalog on Friday 13 November, 2015.
The South Will Rise Again Eagle Rebel Flags TShirt Double Sided
[tshirt_southwillriseeagle]

- Cotton-blend
- High quality print
- Eagle and Confederate flag illustration on back
- "OLD DIXIE" and crossed Confederate flags on front chest

Available Options:
Please Select: National Shipment
Size: Medium

Production of this Catalog by NSM Media (nsmmedia.net)

NSM MEDIA
America's Right, Pro-White News and Political Entertainment Network
**NSM88RECORDS.COM INVOICE**
Money Order at Checkout - Print Invoice - Mail INVOICE and Money Order

![NSM88 Records Logo]

Your Name: ____________________________________________________

Your Address: ___________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Your Email: _____________________________________________________

Phone Number: ___________________________________________________

*Your email address or phone number will enable us to contact you quickly if we have any queries about your order.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Item Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Subtotal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>__________</td>
<td>$_____</td>
<td>x _____</td>
<td>= $_______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>__________</td>
<td>$_____</td>
<td>x _____</td>
<td>= $_______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>__________</td>
<td>$_____</td>
<td>x _____</td>
<td>= $_______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>__________</td>
<td>$_____</td>
<td>x _____</td>
<td>= $_______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>__________</td>
<td>$_____</td>
<td>x _____</td>
<td>= $_______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please list an alternative below if your first choice is not available.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>__________</td>
<td>$_____</td>
<td>x _____</td>
<td>= $_______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>__________</td>
<td>$_____</td>
<td>x _____</td>
<td>= $_______</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal = $__________

Plus Shipping* = $___________ Total = $___________

*Shipping, USA: $8.00
*Shipping, Outside USA: $8.00 for one item; $3.00 each additional item.

Send Money-Order and make payable to:
NSM88 Records, LLC., P.O. Box 13768, Detroit, MI 48213
I’m not a stranger to outrage. Over the last few months as I have sorted through headlines tweets and videos outlining the details of the constant assaults on the foundation of the country I love, I’ve found myself hardened. There’s no room anymore for the relics of our softer natures. It's exactly because we are governed by decency and inherent compassion that our folk are targeted by invaders. It's the weakest of us (privileged white liberals) who embrace the demise of the Aryan race willingly.

We simply cannot be concerned and burdened by the yolk of compassion for the so called marginalized groups of today, lest we doom our children to be in need of asylum tomorrow. We can see quite clearly by examples in Europe and south Africa how compassion comes in the form of no go zones and machete blades.

Our people are a kind people by nature, but we must reserve our kindness for our blood. The mass media will exploit our goodness with images of suffering children simultaneously appealing to the tender-hearted and guilting the unsure. This slight of hand is how our European brethren have been brought to their knees. While flashing images of drowned babies they flood their borders with military aged men who outnumber the rightful citizens of Europe while they cry to each other, "we must save the children."

Our hearts must be harder if we are to survive these days. It's exactly the sensitivity of liberals, paired with the inability to think for themselves that allows them to hand our country over so easily.

A clear vision and a firmness of spirit and resolve will be our only chance. We must view the liberals who share our bloodlines and heritage as impertinent children. They demand tolerance for enemies threatening our security they demand more multiculturalism crippling our communities.

We must treat them as children in desperate need of discipline, and they need to learn to hear the word NO. NO we will not continue to allow in endless waves of immigrants. And, NO, we will not erase the foundations of our nation that makes them uncomfortable. They must learn to accept that they don't get to make demands we need to change the trends inside University walls where their entitlement is fostered and bring the liberal suicide machine to a grinding halt despite their deafening screams of juvenile outrage.
NSM MEDIA
RADIO
PROGRAMS
HEARD
VIA
NSMMEDIA.NET

NSM WORLD TALK
THURSDAYS AT 9PM ET
ON NSMMEDIA.NET

NSM NATIONALIST TALK
Hosted by Gunner & Katelyn
Tuesdays at 9pm est at
NSMMedia.net

WHITE POWER HOUR
with Gunner
Fridays at 9pm ET
ON
NSMMedia.net

KJ AND
HARRY HUGHES
NSM WEEKEND SERVED HERE
IMPORTANT WEBSITES

NATIONAL SOCIALIST MOVEMENT
NSM88.org

NSM88RECORDS
NSM88Records.com

NSM88FORUM
NSM88Forum.com

NSM MEDIA
NSMMedia.net

NSM MEDIA RADIO ARCHIVES
http://www.nsmmedia.net/nsmmediaradio.html

NSM NATIONALIST-TALK SHOW PAGE FOR FANS
http://nsmmedia.net/nsmnationalisttalk.html

NSM WORLDTALK SHOW PAGE FOR FANS
http://www.nsmmedia.net/nsmworldtalk.html

WHITE POWER HOUR SHOW PAGE FOR FANS
http://nsmmedia.net/whitepowerhour.html

NSM WEEKEND SHOW PAGE FOR FANS
http://nsmmedia.net/nsmweekend.html
Legal Name: Last: ____________________ First: ____________________ Middle Initial: ______
Alias Used (if any): ____________________________________________
Mailing Address: _____________________________________________ City: ______________________________
State: ______ Zip Code: ________ Telephone Number: ____________________
Email Address: _____________________________________________ Marital Status: ____________________
Spouse’s Name: _____________________________________________ Ethnicity/National Origin: ________________
Date of Birth: ______ / ______ Sex: Male / Female Height: ______ Weight: ______
Eye Color: ______ Hair Color: ______
Veteran: Yes / No Branch: ______________________________________
Dates - From: __________________________ To: ______________________________
Rank: ________________________________________________
Military Training/Skills (please specify): ____________________________________________________________
Discharge: Honorable / Dishonorable
Level of Highest Education: ____________________________________________
Criminal Record: Yes / No Felony: Yes / No Misdemeanor: Yes / No
If yes on criminal charges, (please specify): ______________________________________________________
Desired Commitment (check one): NSM General Party $10.00 month ___
Supporter $10.00 month___
As an Aryan Citizen of the United States of America or _____________________, I support a strong free Republic
without Jewish influence or control. I recognize the National Socialist Movement, in their efforts to improve the
environment and living conditions for all Aryan people. I agree with the goals and principles of the NSM and their aims therein to promote
White European values. As a Member of the NSM, I promise to support the NSM and do my part to advance the movement
and our race. I will actively fight for the NSM’s goals and initiatives by my contributions of money donations, materials,
service, and skills. I, __________________________________ , support the goals of the National Socialist Movement for all
White European nations. I pledge not to use any methods that are illegal, in the normal sense of the criminal statute, to attain
the goals of the NSM and/or a strong free nation-state. I make this pledge to the NSM, of my own free will, for all White
peoples to advance my race. I swear that I am not an agent or partisan whatsoever whose ideals are hostile to the NSM.
Signature: _____________________________________ Date: __________________
ALL applicants MUST enclose two (2) pictures of themselves and $30.00 application fee, which includes the first month’s
donations. Subsequent monthly donations are $10 per month.
The National Socialist Movement accepts checks, money orders or cashier’s checks in US funds only; no cash, please.
The $20 dollar application fee helps cover NSM publications and handbooks for new recruits.
DISCLAIMER: The NSM first and foremost is a legal White civil rights organization. All information obtained via the NSM
Application is used for the solitary purpose of membership determination. The decision to grant or deny said application is based
solely on the information collected. It is never used for any other purpose.
OUR RACE IS OUR NATION!